
COMPARE AND CONTRAST THE NOTRE DAME DE CHARTRES AND THE

CHARTRES CATHEDRAL LABYRINTH

Chartres Cathedral, also known as the Cathedral of Our Lady of Chartres is a Roman Catholic . The Cathedral, like
Notre Dame de Paris and other major Cathedrals, became the property of the .. Copies of the Chartres labyrinth are
found at other churches and cathedrals, including Grace Cathedral, San Francisco.

Chartres is thus the only cathedral that conveys an almost perfect image of how it looked when it was built.
Related posts:. A great form of Gothic architecture was Notre-Dame de Chartres Cathedral which was built in
France between and  The West Rose dates from early 13th century and its three lancet windows are from c. Its
structure can be found visually represented on ancient Cretan coins. Long before the Christ event pilgrims
came to this pagan site it was dedicated to the earth Goddess. Gothic cathedrals, with slight structural frames,
flying buttresses, and pointed arches, display a more artistic sensibility and dynamism uncharacteristic of
Romanesque cathedrals. It is an example of gothic architecture on a monumental scale. The glass, made
around , follows a uniform style, with figures in the upper panels related to the legends of saints, and in the
lower panels representing the trade guilds and corporations who paid for them. Chartres Cathedral was never
destroyed nor looted during the French Revolution and the numerous restorations never have altered its
glorious beauty. If there were other influences Many things draw me to this cathedral. Jeremiah, who
prophesied the Passion, holds a Greek cross and has an attentive listener beneath his feet. Thousands of
pilgrims travel to it on foot, saying the rosary, to hear the timeless words of the old Mass in this darkly
glowing interior. The Chartres Cathedral was built following a fire that largely destroyed the previous church
in , the new choir being complete by and the whole building consecrated in as one of the most compelling
expressions of the strength and poetry of medieval Catholicism. This work was completed in  The high nave is
supported by double flying buttresses, anchored by colonnettes and great abutments. Symbols often provide
the most powerful images of life. The founder of the Gothic style was a man by the name of Abbot Suger.
Symbolically they were walking the road to the holy city of Jerusalem. Clustered columns rise dramatically
from plain bases to the high pointed arches of the ceiling, directing the eye to the massive clerestory windows
in the apse. Opening on to the parvis the large square in front of the cathedral where markets were held , the
two lateral doors would have been the first entry point for most visitors to Chartres, as it remains today. The
relic, which was kept in a reliquary of great value, was vandalised. The Chartres Labyrinth The stone floor still
bears its ancient floor labyrinth , used for walking contemplation by monks and still used for meditation by
pilgrims. On the Altar sits a beautiful marble sculpture When you look up you see the apse the clerestory
windows. Equally superb are its architecture and sculpture, survivors of two major fires and numerous wars
and revolutions. Plans were made for the addition of seven more spires around the cathedral, but these were
abandoned. This image of Christ is unique in cathedral sculpture and seems to equally embody his divine and
human natures. The inner archivolt contains angels while the outer archivolt depicts the Seven Liberal Arts
and two signs of the Zodiac Pisces and Gemini. The portal entrance admits the pilgrim, the penitent and the
believer into Paradise. As the Cathedral was rebuilt, the famous west rose window was installed between the
two towers 13th century and [16] In , the architect Jean Texier also sometimes known as [ Jean de Beauce
designed a spire for the north tower, to give it a height and appearance closer to that of the south tower. Victor
Hugo with one of the world's most beloved if not biggest animation companies and expect the usual world
population to be at the reception; but expect even Mr. The labyrinth inside reminds us of our mortality and is
there to help humankind to find a way to inner peace To medieval people Christian worship was the driving
force in their lives. The squares, circles and octagons that made up the garden were there for good theological
reasons. Compared with many other medieval churches, relatively few changes have been made to the
cathedral at Chartres since its consecration on October 24,  The Portals of the South Transept The south
transept contains three portals housed by a deep porch. New Testament figures Simeon, John the Baptist, and
Saint Peter, with his keys Unidentified characters from the Old Testament The statuary of the north transept
portals is devoted to the Old Testament , and the events leading up to the birth of Christ, with particular
emphasis on the Virgin Mary. In the upper lintel, angels descend from a cloud. For a medieval pilgrim a
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cathedral with steeples was a beacon beckoning from afar. Anne from Constantinople; the central statue was
probably added in honor of it. Surrounding the tympanum, as a reminder of the glory days of the School of
Chartres, the archivolts are carved with some very distinctive personifications of the Seven Liberal Arts as
well as the classical authors and philosophers most closely associated with them. The cities of Reims and Paris
were indeed held by the army of the Catholic League, who put up resistance to the King due to his Protestant
background. These days chairs often cover the labyrinth at Chartres, although they are removed one day a
week so that visitors can not only see it, but also use its sacred pathway. The arches press against the walls,
counterbalancing the outward thrust from the rib vaults over the cathedral interior. This research essay will
explore the cathedral in detail while emphasizing on the influence of Gothic architecture on the cathedral.


